PBA’S BEACON IS AN ELITE PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS

that provides top beauty school students an opportunity to be mentored by leading industry influencers, and create connections with owners from the most prestigious salons across the US.

Designed to inspire and prepare students for a successful career, the Beacon program accepts a limited number of applicants each year.

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO CONNECT YOUR BRAND WITH THE INDUSTRY’S FUTURE LEADERS, CONTACT US ABOUT A BEACON STUDENT PROGRAM SPONSORSHIP!

probeauty.org/spONSOR
jody@probeauty.org
BEACON PRESENTATION SPONSOR

Interact directly with the next generation of professionals! This unique sponsorship provides direct access to the future of the industry.

SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:

- ONE 60-MINUTE SPEAKING PRESENTATION ON THE BEACON STAGE
- LOGO ON THE BEACON STEP & REPEAT
- 30-SECOND VIDEO/AD PLAYED DURING EVENT
- TWO DEDICATED BRAND EMAILS TO THE BEACON CLASS OF 2024
- ONE BANNER AD ON BEACON WEBSITE
- PRODUCT INCLUDED IN BEACON SWAG BAG
- COMPANY’S PERSONALIZED POWERPOINT SLIDE PLAYED IN SPONSOR ROTATION DURING BEACON PROGRAM BREAKS
- ABILITY TO ENGAGE WITH BEACON STUDENTS DURING BREAKS IN THE LOUNGE/LOBBY

$15,000
2 AVAILABLE | COMMITMENT DUE BY 12/29/23
KICK OFF SPONSOR

SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:

- Logo on the Step and Repeat
- One banner ad on Beacon website
- Product in Swag Bag
- Two dedicated emails to Beacon Class of 2024
- 30 min speaking opportunity to kick off Beacon event

$10,000
1 AVAILABLE | COMMITMENT DUE BY 04/08/24

T-SHIRT SPONSOR

Who doesn’t love their favorite t-shirt?! Be a part of this EXCLUSIVE opportunity for 2024 to sponsor a t-shirt for Beacon students to commemorate their experience and remember your brand as they begin their new careers!

SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:

- Solo sponsor on back of t-shirts
- Logo on the Beacon Step & Repeat
- 15-second video/ad played during event
- Logo on Beacon website
- Opportunity to provide product for Beacon Swag bags
- Company’s personalized PowerPoint slide

$7,500
1 AVAILABLE | COMMITMENT DUE BY 04/08/24
CLASS ANNOUNCEMENT SPONSOR

Be a part of the excitement as we announce the Beacon Class of 2024! Get your brand out in front of the top beauty school students, schools, instructors, and administrators through our PBA Beacon Announcement Sponsorship!

SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:

- YOUR LOGO ON THE PBA BEACON WEBPAGE WITH A LINK TO YOUR WEBSITE
- LOGO ON ALL THE BEACON CLASS OF 2024 ANNOUNCEMENT EMAILS GOING TO SALONS, SPAS, SCHOOLS & STUDENTS NATIONWIDE
- LOGO ON THE BEACON STEP & REPEAT
- ONE DEDICATED BRAND EMAIL TO THE BEACON CLASS OF 2024
- LOGO ON ALL SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS ANNOUNCING THE BEACON CLASS OF 2024
- LISTED AS SPONSOR IN OFFICIAL PBA BEACON CLASS OF 2024 PRESS RELEASE
- BRAND PART OF LIVE STREAM ANNOUNCEMENT
- THANK YOU SPONSOR LOGO INCLUDED IN ROLLING POWERPOINT PLAYED DURING EVENT
- OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE PRODUCT FOR BEACON SWAG BAGS

$6,000
1 AVAILABLE | COMMITMENT DUE BY 12/29/23
**ACTIVATION SPONSOR**

Be a part of the Beacon student onsite experience and create an Instagrammable moment with a photo booth, pop up display or other activation!

**SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:**

- One Interactive Space in the Beacon Program Space
- Logo on the Beacon Step & Repeat
- Thank You Sponsor Logo on Beacon Website
- Thank You Sponsor Logo included in Rolling Powerpoint played during Event
- Opportunity to provide product for Beacon Swag Bags

*$3,500*

1 Available | Commitment Due by 04/08/24

---

**BREAK SPONSOR**

Sponsor a sweet treat for Beacon students!

**SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:**

- Logo on the Beacon Step & Repeat
- Logo on Beacon Website
- Logo included in Rolling Powerpoint played during Event
- Opportunity to provide product for Beacon Swag Bags
- 22x28 Sponsor Thank You Sign

*$5,000*

2 Available | Commitment Due by 04/08/24

---

**COPYRIGHT**

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the publisher.
WORKBOOK SPONSOR

SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:

• LOGO ON STEP AND REPEAT
• LOGO ON BEACON WEBSITE
• EXCLUSIVE SPONSOR OF BEACON WORKBOOKS
• LOGO ON WORKBOOK
• OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE CONTENT/AD IN WORKBOOK

$5,000
1 AVAILABLE | COMMITMENT DUE BY 04/08/24

SPONSOR THE CLASS OF 2024 WITH PBA MEMBERSHIP

We'll gift each member of the Class of 2024 with a one year PBA membership to continue their career success!

SPONSORSHIP INCLUDES:

• LOGO ON THE BEACON STEP & REPEAT
• THANK YOU SPONSOR LOGO ON BEACON WEBSITE
• THANK YOU SPONSOR LOGO INCLUDED IN ROLLING POWERPOINT PLAYED DURING EVENT
• OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE PRODUCT FOR BEACON SWAG BAGS

$3,000
1 AVAILABLE | COMMITMENT DUE BY 04/08/24
Learn how our comprehensive Visionary Membership can help elevate your brand.

CONTACT
INFO@PROBEAUTY.ORG